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The Importance of Reading Over the Summer:
How Open Ended Questions Promote Critical Thinking
By Heather Sargent, Southeast VPK Regional Facilitator

Daily reading is a great way to help children
over summer break. Open ended questions
are those that lead children to use their
critical thinking skills. These questions are
different than the questions that have just
one right answer. Open ended questions
challenge children to think deeper. Questions
that encourage critical thinking lend
themselves to back and forth turn taking in
conversations. Open ended questions also
allow children to work through their problems
and encourage them to discover their own solutions.
Children should be encouraged to explain their thinking. As
educators we often want to step-in and give solutions for children,
however, we must remember to sit back and encourage children
to solve problems on their own. Here are some examples of open
ended questions to support critical thinking while reading over the
summer.
-What do you like best about school?
-If you could go anywhere on summer vacation, where would you
want to go and why?
-What is your favorite part of summer and why?
-What do you think this story is about and why?
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Using Technology to Encourage Reflection in Young Children
By Cassandra Jackson, VPK Educational Policy Consultant
All early childhood teachers want to provide the best possible learning opportunities for the children in their care. As
part of their practice, teachers often reflect on their lessons by
asking themselves questions like
“Why was the lesson successful (or not)?”
“How do I know the children got it?”
“Was there a missed opportunity to grow their thinking?”.
It is also important to allow children time to pause, reflect and
think about all the activities that occur in the classroom.
Teachers can reflect with children every day by asking them
thinking and wondering questions, for example: “Can you tell me
what happened when you added the water?”
An article published in NAEYC’s magazine, Teaching Young
Children, explores how one school uses phones and tablets to
support children’s reflection.
“By creating videos of children’s play and audio recordings of
their stories and conversations, we offer children unique opportunities to reflect on their ideas and voices. When
preschoolers watch or listen to themselves, they have a particularly powerful window into their own thoughts and
actions.” (Foley & Green, 2015)
Reflection is an important practice for teachers, but also an important skill for young children to learn. By allowing
children many different opportunities to reflect on their work and activities, teachers support them in learning
valuable skills such as self-regulation, conflict resolution, planning and persistence.
Reference
Foley, J., & Green, J. (2015, July). Supporting Children's Reflection With Phones and Tablets. Teaching Young Children.
Retrieved from https://www.naeyc.org/resources/pubs/tyc/jun2015/supporting-childrens-reflection
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NOW AVAILABLE!!!
Early Learning and Developmental
Standards Website
The Office of Early Learning is pleased to share information
about the new Florida Early Learning and Developmental
Standards website which can be accessed at
flbt5.floridaearlylearning.com.
This site includes the revised Early Learning and
Developmental Standards: Birth to Kindergarten (2017) and
related resources through the collaboration of the Child
Care Resource and Referral, School Readiness and VPK
program units within the Office of Early Learning.

The following features and resources will be added to the
new website over the next few months as new information
becomes available.


Educator guides



Standard examples



Links to resources including videos



Family resources

Please feel free to contact Melinda Webster at
Melinda.Webster@oel.myflorida.com with questions.

“To inspire meaningful change, you must make a connection to the heart
before you can make one to the mind.” ~George Couros
Be in the Loop!
VPK Learning Circles are ongoing opportunities for early childhood
professionals to share strategies, research and best practices in VPK
classrooms. Learning Circle activities include
— Practicing new ideas and skills.
— Professional networking.
— Sharing resources and experiences.
— Discussion and brainstorming solutions for challenges faced in the
field.
Who should attend?
VPK providers, directors, teachers and administrators who would like
an opportunity to network with other professionals in early childhood
education.
Who do you contact for more information about Learning
Circles?
Your local VPK regional facilitator organizes and facilitates the
Learning Circles. You can find contact information for your regional
facilitator on the OEL website.

May
Circles

Total Learning Total
May
Circles in
Participants in
Participants
2017-18
2017-18

Face-to-Face

12

181

141

1465

Web-Based

0

0

23

219
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Professional Development
Florida’s Office of Early Learning in collaboration with the Florida Department of Children and
Families (DCF) offers a variety of online and instructor-led training opportunities. To register for
any of these training opportunities, please visit DCF’s training website at http://bit.ly/1oHgYPm.
Online Courses

May
Completers

2017-18 Total
Completers

Standards for Four-Year-Olds

285

3067

Integrating the Standards: Phonological Awareness

81

484

Emergent Literacy for VPK Instructors

598

5082

Language and Vocabulary in the VPK Classroom

209

1331

Mathematical Thinking for Early Learners

272

1720

Working to Create Positive Learning Environments: Preventive Strategies

197

1047

Developing the Socially and Emotionally Competent Child

138

740

English Language Learners in the VPK Classroom

102

724

How to Administer the Florida VPK Assessment

118

887

VPK Assessment Instructional Implications

71

480

VPK Director Credential Course

177

1007

Instructor-led Courses

May
Classes

May
Participants

2017-18 Total Participants

Standards for Four-Year-Olds

0

0

112

Preschool Standards NEW!

11

153

153

Integrating the Standards: Phonological Awareness

1

5

257

How to Administer the Florida VPK Assessment

0

0

351

VPK Assessment Instructional Implications

0

0

249

*EMEL: Making Sense of Sets and Numbers

2

17

864

*EMEL: Counting and Operating with Numbers

2

5

745

*EMEL: Patterns, Measurement and Data

8

85

889

*EMEL: Shapes and Spatial Relationships

8

92

607

*EMEL– Early Mathematics for Early Learners
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